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Test Claimants in the FII Group Litigation v Commissioners of the Inland Revenue (C-446/04)

The ECJ today handed down its judgment in the FII Group Litigation order (GLO), partly in favour of the 
taxpayer.

As regards the UK’s operating a credit system for taxation of foreign dividends, as compared with, in 
effect, an exemption system for UK to UK inter-corporate dividends, the ECJ held that for portfolio 
dividends from other Member States (less than 10% of voting power), taxation with only ordinary credit 
(for withholding tax) and not for underlying tax constituted an unjustifiable breach of Article 56 (Free 
Movement of Capital).

In contrast, the Court held that, provided the UK tax rate was the same in respect of dividends from 
shareholdings carrying 10% or more of voting power from other Member States companies as for 
dividends from 10% or greater voting power shareholdings in UK companies, there was no breach of 
either Article 43 (Freedom of Establishment) where the shareholding gave the shareholder definite 
influence over the investee company, or Article 56, where it did not. Other than for financial traders, 
national dividends are normally however subject to no UK taxation i.e. a rate of nil.

The argument that the Section 208 ICTA 1988 effective exemption for UK to UK inter-corporate 
dividends discriminates in favour of lower than 30% taxed UK subsidiaries or associates was left as a
matter for the national Courts. This, coupled with the “nil rate” point above, may therefore still allow 
some claimants to pursue exemption in the UK Courts.

As regards aspects relating to the UK’s now abolished advanced corporation tax (ACT) regime, the 
Court held that Articles 43 and 56 precluded the UK’s not giving a UK tax credit against the UK parent 
company’s ACT liability on dividends onpaid representing dividends from non-resident UK companies 
established in EU Member States other than the UK.

Articles 43 and 56 did not however preclude the UK’s offsetting via double tax relief foreign tax on non-
UK dividends received, thereby reducing the UK corporation tax liability against which ACT on onpaid 
dividends could be set.

Article 43 did however preclude the UK’s confining surrenders of surplus ACT by UK parent companies 
to only UK resident subsidiaries, and not to subsidiaries resident in other EU Member States.

The Court also held that Articles 43 and 56 precluded the UK’s foreign income dividends (FID) regime, 
notwithstanding it was optional, insofar as that prevented UK resident parent companies from passing 
UK tax credits to individual shareholders, and involved a cashflow disadvantage, as regards ACT on 
FIDs having to be first paid and then reclaimed. Whilst, in principle, this extends to dividends received 
from 3rd countries, the Article 57 (1) “standstill provision” applies here insofar as the FIDs regime was a
mitigation of the original ACT regime.

The main consequences of the judgment will be for other Member States operating a credit system for 
portfolio dividends, who do not give underlying double tax relief e.g. Ireland, and, possibly, case-by-case 
claims for exemption in non-portfolio cases where national subsidiaries/associates pay less than 30% 
UK tax, and so the actual EU (non-UK) dividends may in fact be discriminated against.
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